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	This book provides clinicians with a broader understanding of screening and preventive diagnosis using radiological imaging. The first part of the book is dedicated to the fundamentals of screening and preventive diagnosis. The second part of the book discusses the most important practical examples of radiological screening and surveillance, both for unselected populations, as well as for individual risk groups.


	Modern, non-invasive imaging technologies have developed rapidly and now enable

	us to image extended anatomical areas or even the entire body. Outside any screening

	programs, ultrasound, e.g., has contributed to early detection of renal cell carcinomas

	– simply by being performed for which reason whatsoever. Today, more than 50% of

	renal cell carcinomas are detected incidentally, and most frequently in a curable stage.

	The range of diseases which can possibly be identifi ed by imaging is wide: Cancer,

	atherosclerosis, aneurysms, osteoporosis, brain atrophy, and more.
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Frommer's San Diego (Frommer's Complete Guides)Frommers, 2012

	High-end nightclubs. Adventurous dining. Hypermodern

	architecture. What happened to that nice little Navy town

	of San Diego? Well, that sleepy burg has woken up and it

	wants to party. Growth has been fast and furious over the past 2

	decades, and this Southern California city now finds itself with a glittering

	skyline and a...
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BEA WebLogic Platform 7Sams Publishing, 2003
Distributed software development, in which the user interfaces are distinct from the business logic, and the business logic is separate from the persistent data store, takes some getting used to. Not only do you have to grasp the concepts, but also the peculiarities of the development and run-time environments in which you're working--usually BEA...
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Making Sense of Online Learning: A Guide for Beginners and the Truly SkepticalJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
If you need quick, targeted baseline knowledge about using technology for teaching and learning, Making Sense of Online Learning is for you. This practical, no-nonsense primer will help you understand how online learning technologies work and how they fit into your organization. You’ll gain a working knowledge of important topics...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2010 Developer ReferenceMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		Microsoft SharePoint is one of the biggest productivity frameworks released during the last ten years. Microsoft SharePoint 2010 is just the last step of a fabulous journey (that began in 2001) in the world of business productivity, collaboration, knowledge sharing, search technologies, and social networking.

	
		From a...
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REST: From Research to PracticeSpringer, 2011

	Anybody following the discussions around “Web Services” in recent years is aware
	of the fuzzy definition of the term, and a little bit of history can quite easily explain
	some of the confusions around current terminology (or use of terminology). The
	general idea of using Web technologies to not only deliver Web pages (HTML...
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Cisco CCNA Exam #640-607 Certification Guide (3rd Edition)Cisco Press, 2002
The official study guide for CCNA exam #640-607 with new exam format practice questions
Coverage of all CCNA exam topics enables you to discover and fill any gaps in your knowledge before the exam date. You'll learn about:


* Internetworking functions of each layer of the OSI reference model and how they are performed in network...
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